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THE ART OF THE  BOOK:  ITS  PLACE  IN  MEDIEVAL WORSHIP.  Edited
by Margaret M. Manion and Bernard J. Muir. 1998. University of  Exeter
Press. £45. ISBN 0-85989—566—1.

Medieval liturgical books were the product of a creative tension between the
general and the particular, between the need to produce uniform, accurate  texts
and the desire to  accommodate  local interests. This tension is  most easily
detected in paraliturgical  books  made for private  devotion, such as psalters and
books  of hours. In books intended both for  public  and private worship it is the
decoration which  most  often individualises the  text, providing a local icono-

graphic gloss to a standard  text  or reflecting a particular religious or  political
situation.

The ten essays in this  volume, ranging from the eighth to the  sixteenth
century, deal with this interaction between  text  and image. With the exception
of Bematd Muir’s study of  late  Anglo-Saxon prayer  books, a significant ele-
ment in the prehistory of the book of hours, all the contributions deal with  late
medieval material.  They are by scholars at or formerly connected  with
Melbourne, and several deal with the little-known treasures of Antipodean
libraries, such  as the Besancon missal in Auckland and the fourteenth century
Italian book of hours in Adelaide. But this volume is bound together by more
than this modern geographical connection.  There  are certain  themes  which run
throughout  the book. Female patronage is  one, and the other is the contri-
bution of the religious orders, in  particular  the Dominicans, to devotional

developments. Margaret  Manion, the  doyenne  of Australian manuscript
scholars, takes as her  topic  three prayer-books made for female members of the

French royal family: the Savoy Hours, the Hours of Jeanne de Navarre, and
the Psalter of  Bonne  of Luxembourg. By analysing the  contents  and illustrative
programmes, she  reconstructs  the devotional interests of  each  owner.  A female

French  aristocratic audience of a different kind is the  subject  of Joan
Naughton’s  examination of the liturgical books made' for the Dominican  nuns
of the royal foundation of Saint-Louis de Poissy in the  mid-fourteenth  century.
The influence of the mendicant  orders  on late medieval devotional practice is a
subject  which is coming more to the fore. The Dominican liturgy may have
been particular to the order, but the  Black  Friars’ role as  preachers  and confes-

sors led to lay familiarisation  with the  order’s  liturgy. St  Thomas  Aquinas’s
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contribution to the Corpus Christi liturgy is well known, but Dominican influ-
ence can be detected in the spread of  other  eucharistic  devotions.  Two of the
earliest instances of the prayer  Anima  Christi  are in fourteenth century English
books of hours with Dominican connections. In  a  second contribution
Margaret Manion analyses the iconography of an unusual version of the
Assumption in a Dominican antiphonal from Perugia, in which the Virgin is
presented as the Beloved in the Song of  Songs, and sees this as  a  visual  gloss  on
texts  used  by the Dominicans for the feast of the Assumption.  This  article is
nicely complemented by one by John Stinson on the Dominican musical tra-
dition for the feast. French illumination is well represented in this  book. A  use-
ful contribution to the study of French provincial  book  production is provided
in Vera Vines’ survey of the devotional and liturgical  books  illuminated in
Besancon in the fifteenth century.

The essays are generally of a high order, although it must be said that Kate
Challis’s  study of jewelled borders is somewhat jejune. She provides a formal
categorisation of the types of border, but there is insufficient discussion of their
significance.  It is true that there are no firm associations between the jewelled
borders and the subjects of the miniatures  that  they surround, but more could
have been said about the types of jewel depicted. For  example, the rosary on
f. 319 of the Hours of Joanna of  Castile  (BL Add. MS 18852) could be linked
to the family’s patronage of Dominican confessors, and the order’s promotion
of the rosary as a prayer-aid. The appendix of examples is very much  a  pro-
visional  one, and could  have  benefited from consultation with  Bodo
Brinkmann or Eberhard Kénig. The shortcomings of  this  article are, however,

outweighed by an important contribution by Dagmar Eichberger on devo—
tional objects in book format. Although concentrating on items documented in
the inventories of Margaret of Austria, she refers to a wide range of compara-
tive material, such as the Wilton Diptych or the curious combined book of
hours and diptych made for Philip the Good (Vienna, (")NB, MS 1800), and her
observations about the function of these objects in private devotion have a
more general application.

The University of  Exeter  Press is to be congratulated on having published
such  a  well-produced book. Not the least of its delights are the  excellent  eight
colour and ninety-eight black-and-white plates, which put the poorly-printed
and over-priced offerings of older university presses to  shame.

NICHOLAS ROGERS
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RICHARDIII.M1chaelH1cks  2000.  Tempus, Stroud. £20. 00.
ISBN  0-7524—1781—9.

This  is in fact  a  new edition of Hicks’s  Richard  III; the Man  behind  the  Myth,
issued by a different publisher in  1991, and reviewed by Colin Richmond in
Ricardian  117, June 1992. The new edition is more sumptuously produced, with
many more illustrations. The text has been judiciously amended to.  take
account of new work in the interval, but the essential arguments remain
unchanged. The original title was more illuminating.  This  is not a study of
Richard’s reign, nor is it  a  biography.  Very little is  made, for instance, of the
international aspects which, rightly or wrongly, have become  a  major concern
of historians of the period over the last fifteen years or so. The book begins
with an analysis of the political system of Richard’s England, emphasising the
importance of  ‘the  provinces and the  people’ as against the theme of factional
politics.  This  in turn explains why Richard and his opponents devoted so  much
energy to cultivating popular opinion, ‘spinning’ in the best modern style their
version of events. There follows  a  study of Richard as Duke of Gloucester and
the acquisition of his estates which Professor Hicks, as the authority on
Clarence and, more recently, the Kingmaker, is peculiarly qualified to under-
take. Hicks_ sees Gloucester as essentially little different to other great noble-
men, overweeningly ambitious and grasping. He makes a particular point
about his bullying of the dowager—countesses of Warwick (his mother-in-law)
and Oxford to secure their lands for himself.

The heart of the book' 1s, inevitably, the chapter on the acquisition, first  of
the protectorship, then of the crown itself, in May—June 1483. The chapter 15
elaborately organised in forensic fashion. It opens with  a  statement of agreed
facts, proceeds to a  ‘case  for the prosecution’, examines the ‘star—witness’
(Mancini), produces a  ‘case  for the defence’, proceeds to ‘contemporary
verdicts’ (unsurprisingly, various and variable), and ‘cross-examination’, con-
cluding with  ‘the  verdict of history’.  (This  last is unfortunately reminiscent of
the professorial ‘History speaking!’ in Kingsley Amis’s  Lucky Jim.) Mancini’s
account  is defended, not so much as trustworthy in itself, but as  a  remarkable
anthology of many of the stories being put about in  1483  by the opposing
parties. The final  ‘verdict’ on Richard is  ‘guilty’.  He betrayed his trust as pro-
tector by taking the throne. Professor Hicks further argues the ‘intentionalist’
case, that  Richard was probably seeking the crown from the moment he heard
the news of Edward  IV’s  death, as against the views of Rosemary Horrox
and Anthony Pollard, that he changed his design in response to changing
circumstances.  Hicks’s  view is based on the familiar argument that there was
no point in Richard’s becoming protector if he was only to lose that position a
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few weeks later at Edward V’s coronation. But was the loss of power at

Edward’s coronation inevitable? Charles Ross pointed out in his  Richard  III

(p. 75) that  Bishop Russell’s  draft sermon for the opening of the parliament

which was to follow the coronation envisaged the  prolongation  of Richard’s

protectorship. The  case  is surely strong for Richard’s change of  plan, his

belated realisation  that  the protectorship offered only temporary security. The

key factor here may have been the  young king himself, perhaps showing him-

self  less amenable, more  attached to his mother’s family, than  in  Richard’s

initial calculation.
The seizure of the throne is, for Hicks, the key issue  in explaining the

considerable Opposition which Richard faced. By contrast Hicks shows little

interest in the fate of Edward  V  and his brother. He  suggests  that  ‘most  likely,

Richard  killed  them, just as other usurpers elimated  their  predecessors’

(pp. 177—78). What  mattered, however, was the belief that  they had been killed,

and the particular horror of the killing of children. It is fair to say that  in
general (though not consistently) Hicks is less interested in what actually

happened than  in what  people thought  had happened; with justification, if the

aim is to explain the  course  of events rather than to sit in judgement.

There  is  a  brief chapter on  ‘Buckingham’s  rebellion’. In spite of the title,

Hicks, like all recent commentators, sees the rebellion as primarily a massive

vote of no-confidence in the new  régime  by ‘the  Yorkist establishment’ of

southern England, initially, at  least, aiming at the liberation and no doubt

restoration of Edward V. On  Buckingham’s  own motivation, Hicks is, reason-

ably enough, non—commital. He does cite (pp.  138, 157), a ‘signed  warrant’ of

27 August  1483  making over to Buckingham the house of  Lancaster  share of

the  Bohun  inheritance, and argues from this that Buckingham was still with

Richard at either Nottingham or Pontefract at  that  date. Surprisingly, no other

historian seems  to  have  followed this up, even though Hicks made the same

point  in 1991. Most fasten on the Signet letter of 13 July promising

Buckingham the  Bohun  inheritance as soon as the situation could be regu-

larised in Parliament and  authorising Buckingham meanwhile to  enter  the

lands immediately (R. Horrox and  P.W. Hammond  (eds.), British  Library

Harleian  Manuscript  433, 4  vols.  Upminster  and London  1979—1983, vol. 2,

pp. 2—4).  They go on to suggest  that  Buckingham parted from Richard at

Gloucester on  2  August.  This  is  a case  where one wishes that Hicks had taken

the opportunity of the new edition to  provide  footnote references. More im-

portant, Hicks challenges the received View that  Buckingham’s  communication

with Henry Tudor on 24 September implied that Tudor was his candidate for

the  throne.  Hicks dismisses as a post-Bosworth rationalisation Crowland’s and

Polydore Vergil’s account of  Bishop John Morton persuading Buckingham to
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support  Tudor’s  claim. Buckingham, he  implies, was his own candidate.  Indeed
he goes on to suggest  that  it was  Buckingham, not  Tudor, who was proclaimed
as king at Bodmin on  3  November, the  rebels there  not yet aware of his  execu-
tion at Salisbury the previous day (c.p. Ian Arthurson and Nicholas Kingwell,

‘The  Proclamation of Henry Tudor as King of England, 3 November 1483’,
Historical  Research, vol. 63 (1990), pp. 100—06). The rest of the reign is dis-

missed very quickly. Henry Tudor’s  1485 invasion is  seen  essentially as  a  con-

tinuation of the 1483 rebellion, with only cursory discussion of how the

anti-Ricardian forces regrouped. There follows the inevitable chapter on

Richard’s post-1485  reputation, distinguishing the  ‘Tudor  monster’ from the

ruthless but not untypical fifteenth-century operator depicted by Hicks.
Plainly, Michael Hicks’s book will not please Ricardians. It  does  lie in what

one might call the mainstream of academic opinion  (Ross, Horrox, Pollard),
incorporating the fruits of  Hicks’s  important research articles (for instance, on

Gloucester’s  treatment of the Countess of Oxford, and on the July 1483 plot  to

rescue Edward V), and producing variations on the  story which will intrigue

cognoscenti.  Although  experts  will be able to track down the origin of  most
statements from the useful bibliographies, I do wish  a  book as closely argued as

this had footnotes. Why do some publishers still balk at  them, even when  most
‘lay-readers’ are probably attracted by the detective-story aspect  of the reign?

An unfortunate misprint in  a  picture caption (p.  162) has Richard writing a

letter  in October 1485. The index is defective.  There  are cross-references to

‘Princes in the  Tower’, but no such  entry, particularly irritating in that the

discussion of  that  topic comes confusingly after the chapter on  Buckingham’s
rebellion. Of three index entries to Lady Eleanor Butler, only one yields results.

Richard’s  reign is fiercely contested territory between authors and between

publishers. This  book’s  nearest rival, Pollard’s  Princes  in the  Tower, is perhaps

the more  rounded, while Hicks is the more  thorough  examination of the

circumstances of the seizure of the  throne.  Enthusiasts will need both.

CLIFFORD  S.L.  DAVIES

HENRY  VI, MARGARET  0F  ANJOU  AND THE  WARS  OF THE  ROSES:
A SOURCE BOOK.  Keith Dockray.  2000.  Sutton Publishing Ltd., Stroud.

£24.99. ISBN 0—7509-216—3.

Keith Dockray has completed his excellent trilogy of source  books  of the Wars

of the  Roses  with a volume which deals  with  events, battles and personalities

from 1450—1471. It offers  a  clear delineation of the chronology and an
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excellently balanced summary of scholarly debates backed up by a  judicious
selection of sources. The introductions  both  to the whole  volume  and to the
individual sections form as good a short summary of the  state  of learning at the
end of the twentieth century as one  could  hope to  have.  Its value to the student
and beginner is enhanced by the careful translation of many latin  texts.  The
focus is very much on the years 1450—61; the reader should be warned that
the revival of the War of the  Roses  in  1469—70  is treated in  a  more cursory
fashion, no doubt because the middle volume of the  series  deals with the  same

events.
The strength of Dockray’s selection lies in his knowledge of and attention

to the published narrative accounts, newsletters, private correspondence and
political poems, which he knows so well. He might perhaps have chosen more
extracts from government records, including for instance the duchy of
Lancaster warrant by which Edward IV rewarded Warwick for his services in
1460. And he might  also have  put in the passage from Whethamsted, to which
he refers, in which Margaret of Anjou is praised for  seeking to make peace in
1458. But we can all play this  game.  What the reader  gets  is a careful evaluation
of and exposition of the significance of the  chosen  passages.

Dockray is perhaps too judicious. One longs sometimes for  a  more
trenchant response to some recent interpretations, a more individual voice

from one who knows the  subject  so well. But then this book is designed for the
beginner, and in that it admirably achieves its objective. The trilogy now stands
as an essential port of call for all who  come  to the second half of the fifteenth
century for the first time.

AJ.  POLLARD

THE  ARMBURGH PAPERS.  Edited by Christine Carpenter. 1998. The
Boydell Press. £35. ISBN 0—8515—624—X.

In this book, Christine  Carpenter has edited in full, with extensive  notes, a

remarkable manuscript in  Chetham’s  Library, Manchester. It is the enrolment

on parchment of 93 items relating chiefly to the disputes of Robert Armburgh, a
litigious gentleman who died probably early in 1453. The ‘papers’ of the  book’s
title  takes  us back to the presumed original state of the  texts  to be found there,
mostly correspondence from the second quarter of the fifteenth century though
there are a few legal documents and  a  lengthy section of hitherto unpublished
verses  (pp.  155—68). The properties in dispute between Armburgh and his
enemies were scattered between eastern England and the Midlands, but the most
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prominent in the roll is his share of the manor of  Mancetter  in Warwickshire. It
seems  to be through  a  mistaken identification of this property by a seventeenth-
century antiquarian that the manuscript finished up in Manchester.

The principal disputes recorded on the roll arose from the claim of Robert’s
wife Joan, née  Brockhole, to the whole of the estate of her  mother, who had
died in 1419.  This  claim was contested on behalf of two alleged nieces of Joan,
whom the Armburghs claimed to be illegitimate impostors. The documents
demonstrate well the extent to which litigation in fifteenth-century England
could degenerate  into  a power game, and this well outside the years of Henry
VI’s  personal rule. They also illustrate the mind set of one heavily committed to
litigation. Robert himself  takes  the political aspects of litigation for granted.
He does not cement directly on the defects of the legal system that was  cost-
ing him so  much  time and trouble, though  he is well aware  that  corruption and
deception were rife, and several times  regrets  that his opponents are  supported
by powerful lordship. He describes as  a  matter-of-fact how the sheriff of
Hertfordshire may try to cheat him in partitioning the  manor  of R005 Hall,
and carefully explains to his correspondent how to  counter  the anticipated
deception  (pp.  113—14). When the sheriff of Warwickshire successfully out-
witted him on his  enemies’ behalf in  1432, he had a clear perception of what
had happened and the procedures by which he  might  turn the tables. Robert
does not criticise the great, nor use his difficulties to make political  points
about weak kings. He takes it as a matter of course in  1429  that the current
chancellor, John Kemp, will block his way, and  that  the  best  he can hope for
is  a  new appointment soon (p. 112). Eventually, in the mid 1430s, despite
vigilance and counter-plotting, the Armburghs were outmanoeuvred in their
attempts to challenge their opponents’ title, and had to be content with a
partitioned  estate.  In her masterly introduction to the letters, Dr Carpenter
explains their defeat in Warwickshire as a result of their isolation in county
politics.

The Armburghs were no Stoics, but they reserved their anger and vitupera-
tion for their opponents at law, for individuals rather than institutions, and for
those  lower down rather than those high up. When they put poisoned  pens  to
paper to express the heights and depths of their  sense  of injustice, we see how
much more there was to litigation than game-playing. The opening text  of the
roll, damaged at the beginning, is  a  survey of the main dispute up to the  14405
whose main object is to demonstrate how one by one the Armburghs’ adver-
saries and their  abettors  had suffered dire misfortune or died miserably, often
unconfessed of their sins. Its vindictive author  gloats  over the blindness of
Thomas  Mylde of Clare, the crippling of William  Bakepuz, the palsy of
Edmund (or  Thomas) Starkey, the murders of  Thomas  Bernard and
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‘Cristoffer’, the beheading in Normandy of James  Bellers,  the madness and
death of John  Sumpter  of Colchester, and at  least  a  dozen other sudden and
early deaths. Richard Baynard of Messing, we learn, collapsed and died uncon-

fessed, and subsequently became a  notorious  and troublesome ghost: ‘sodenly
he felle downs and dyed with  owte  howsill and shrifte and a non after he
walkyd and yit doth and  hath  don moche harme as it is opynly noysed and
knowen in the contre  there  a  boute’ (p. 62). Another piece of open aggression,
which Dr Carpenter rightly singles out as one of the choicest  gems  of the collec-
tion, is a long letter  from Joan Armburgh to John Horell of  Essex,  robustly
abusing him for helping the  Armburghs’ opponents. It concludes with perhaps
the  most memorable  valediction in fifteenth-century epistolography: ‘I can no
more at this tyme but I pray God send the that thu  hast  deseruyd, that is to say
a  rope and a ladder’ (p.  123).

Litigation, as these letters plainly show, was far from being merely a way
the  Armburghs  speculated with idle cash. On the contrary, it ate into  their
income  to the point that Robert was obliged to pen humiliating begging letters
to family members.  ‘It is not vnknowyn to  you,’ he writes to his  brother  in c.
1428—9, ‘that  I  haue  be now  a  greet while grevously vexed  at the  comune  lawe
be myn aduersaries’, and he proceeds to ask for a  loan  of ten or twelve marks
(pp.  102—3, cf. pp. 127—8). A  number  of  letters  to the lessees of his disputed
properties  show  another  side to his  problems.  As on the  Paston  estates later  in
the century, the collection of rents from contested lands was complicated by the
rival claims and aggressive interference of  opponents.  Robert writes long and
pressing letters to his lessees at Mancetter, upbraiding them  sharply for breach
of control while remaining well within the bounds of civility, as if afraid of
pushing them  into the enemy camp. Not that problems with rent collecting
ended with the final defeat of the Armburghs over Mancetter.  A  reproachful
letter Robert wrote in  1449  to his defaulting ‘dere  and welbelouyed frende’, the
lessee of his  share  of Mancetter manor, could  claim  a place in any anthology of
economic  documents  of the fifteenth century (pp. 171-2).

As  these  observations imply, this volume is a  treat. Though many fewer
than  the  Paston  letters, the Armburgh papers have a sharper focus.  They are
edited in the  order  in which they were enrolled, which is not strictly the order

in which they were written; any other  policy would have involved arbitrary
decisions, since  a  number of the  documents  are  undated.  However, since the

sequence  is broadly chronological, the volume may be read  through  from start
to  finish  without great difficulty, and the  editor’s  introduction provides  a
narrative of events to which individual pieces can be related.

RICHARD BRITNELL
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MEDIEVAL WOMEN  AND THE  LAW.  Edited Noel James  Menuge.  2000.

The Boydell Press, Woodbridge. £40. ISBN  0-8515—775—0.

The Centre for Medieval Studies at the University of York is publishing a

number of interdisciplinary studies which are adding appreciably to our knowl-

edge of the workings of medieval society.  This  book comprises a series of essays

which  make  use of literary and historical disciplines in order to see how women

were viewed in legal discourse, and the  extent  to which they could act as legal

agents in a patriarchal society. This  approach  enables the contributors to con-

struct a  much  fuller picture of women and the law than would be possible by

using historical documents on their own. The lack of emotional content in  his-
torical  records has often been commented on, and literature complements  them
with its cements on women’s attitudes to family, children and property.

Comparison between different types of  text  reveals the conventional stereotype

as against the  realistic  account. On occasion, it is possible to  hear  the woman’s

voice. Although medieval women did sometimes act independently, their  need

for protection and the restrictions  imposed  by society and family are very much
to the fore in  this  book.

The value of  comparing different types of source material is  brought  out in

the essays by Jennifer  Smith  and Cordelia  Beattie.  Jennifer  Smith  investigates

the  status  enjoyed by Occitan women in the troubadour  poetry of the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries by comparing the poems with the statutes and  customs
of Occitan cities. For the  poets, the lady was  a  distant and  somewhat  vague

figure, with her lord being more precisely delineated in time and space. The

towns had  male  power  structures, very similar to those found in  other  parts of

Europe, and women were defined by their position in the family. The compari-

son between the  sources  leads to the convincing conclusion  that women’s
power in the  South, as elsewhere, was limited. Cordelia  Beattie examines  the

residential arrangements of women without husbands in late fourteenth and

early fifteenth  century York. She points out  that  household reconstruction

from poll tax returns has concentrated on the nuclear family, but that, as the

returns were fiscal records, they were not primarily concerned with the house-

hold as such. They therefore need to be compared with  other  material, and she

provides case studies from the York cause papers and  wills  to discover the resi-

dential arrangements for women on their  own.
Three  essays investigate the  degree  of legal agency exercised by women.

Victoria Thompson discusses this  with reference to tenth and eleventh century

England, analysing the speech of Wealhtheow in the  poem  Beowulf, and the

will of Aelfflaed, widow of  Byrtnoth, killed by the  Vikings  at the battle of

Maldon. She finds  that  women were using discourse to articulate their plans for
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the future, plans which might in fact never materialise. She includes an illumi-
nating discussion of  women’s  wills, arguing for  their oral  nature, and pointing
out that in their emphasis on  personal  and  household possessions they  were
distinctive from men’s wills. Katherine Lewis comes to similar conclusions for
later medieval England. Taking a  sample of gentry and merchant wills from
Somerset, she  discusses  the will as  a  form of autobiography, and stresses

women’s private concerns as against men’s concern for public achievement.
Emma  Hawkes looks at legal agency in terms of the late medieval English
courts, taking a sample  of gentlewomen from Northern England.  Although
women were very much  in a minority as litigants, she suggests that women pre-
ferred Chancery jurisdiction to that of the  common  law courts, possibly
because Chancery was  seen  as favouring the weak. She also shows clearly from
the  Plumpton letters  that women had legal knowledge, and were capable of
furthering their legal interests by activity behind the scenes.

The impression given in the  essays discussed above is that women occupied
a private sphere. Moreover, contemporaries considered that women were both

weak and dangerous, and  these  concepts underlie the remaining three  essays.
Corinne Saunders examines rape and abduction, comparing their treatment in
Middle English romances with the situation in English law. Rape and abduc-
tion were intertwined with ideas of property, pollution and consent, and there-
fore raise complex issues. The romances stress the lady’s need of a protector for
herself and her lands, and at the same time the  knight’s  desire to win his lady in
battle, thus implying a  degree of force. This raises the question as to what con-
stituted the good or bad knight, and highlights the threat  posed  by rape and
abduction to the social order. The law on rape in England changed during the
Middle Ages, and Kim Phillips examines  these  changes in depth for the period
between the twelfth and fifteenth century. She argues that the concern with
physical violence in the twelfth century changed  to an emphasis on  loss  of
virginity in the thirteenth. By 1300, the distinction between rape and abduction
had become blurred, and the wronged party was no longer the woman, but her
husband  and kinsmen who had been deprived of what they regarded as  their
rightful property.

This suggests that  the family unit was all-important, but within it women
could be regarded as dangerous, as Noel James Menuge finds in her discussion
of the  mother’s  role as guardian. She compares two romances with legal
treatises, and  discovers that  the mother  might  be regarded as a highly suspect
guardian. The romances bring out both the love and the hatred which could
exist  in a family, and the threat that  a  mother who remarried posed to the right-
ful claims of the heir. In reality, women often acted as guardians, but it is  a

good  idea to bear in mind the dangers that could ensue.
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This  volume of  essays  is to be welcomed for its wide-ranging and inter-
disciplinary approach to source  material  as well as for the new light it throws
on medieval women living their lives within the framework of the law and legal
attitudes. Most of the essays are relevant to those interested in the fifteenth
century, and the  book  deserves  a  wide readership. It is to be hoped that, at £40
for 166 pages of  text, many potential readers are not put off.

JENNIFER C.  WARD

AUTHORITY  AND  COMMUNITY  IN THE  MIDDLE AGES.  Donald
Mowbray, Rhannon Purdie and Ian P. Wei, eds.  1999. Sutton  Publishing Ltd.,
Stroud. £55. ISBN 0—7509—1867-5.

This interesting collection of essays represents the work of nine young scholars
at the very start of their academic careers, some of whom were, at the time of
writing, still completing doctoral  theses.  The papers were  first  delivered at two
postgraduate conferences held in the late 1990s, and appear here as studies on
the dual, often interconnected, themes of authority and community. Being, or
so the short introduction informs us, largely concerned with social values and
practices, rather than the crude mechanics of power (the territory of older,
mangier dogs in the pack), the authors address  such  topics as the way literary
and religious  texts, shrines and funerary practices have been used to establish
and maintain spiritual and temporal authority. Taken as a  whole, the end
product is not only scholarly but also extremely readable.  Can it be that the
tide has at last turned to sweep the detritus of  jargon  and obscurantism off the
historical beach?

Editorial claims of interdisciplinarity are, however, somewhat exaggerated:
the  emphasis  is predominantly textual, the range of topics and approaches
more uniform and less collectively stimulating than  one  might perhaps  expect
of a showcase of new talent. Only one contribution is from an archaeologist.
Nicholas  Stoodley’s  assessment of evidence from  Anglo Saxon  cemeteries pro-
vides an illuminating and accessible insight into social change during a period
of transition from tribe to kingdom. It  seems a shame  that no companion piece
on late medieval  material  culture (particularly with regard to gender) was
included, since this burgeoning area of research is one from which mainstream
historians can profitably learn a good deal. Readers will look in vain for any
sustained evaluation of  iconography as a  means  of advertising and asserting
authority; nor will they find any consideration of architecture or the colonisa-
tion of  space, themes which would have appreciably widened the  scope  of  this
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volume. 0n the other  hand, Graham  Jones’s essay on the cult of saints in rural

Gloucestershire shows how important an awareness of topography and land-

scape is in the study of popular piety and  communal  identity. His feeling for

place and tradition is  commendable.
If most contributors focus  more  narrowly upon the written word, they are

fully alive to its awesome potential as a means of ordering both this  world and

the next.  Michelle Roper’s  lucid and elegantly written examination of the way

in which visions of the hereafter might be  used  as propaganda to provide

earthly communities with  a  collective memory and corporate identity carries

particular conviction. Beliefs about the  soul’s  ultimate destination were, of

course, subject  to constant revision. In his account of the gradual softening of

theological pronouncements on the fate of unbaptised children (an upward

journey from damnation to limbo), Donald Mowbray shows  how one prob-

lematic  community, at least, came  to be perceived in  a  softer light. Yet  however

fascinating in itself, a quintessentially scholastic debate of  this  kind can best be

understood in the wider context of changing social and medical attitudes

towards the  young: here, too, a more interdisciplinary approach  might  have
proved  enlightening.

What bestowed authority upon a medieval  text?  Richard Lambert and

Marleen Cré tackle this complex and intriguing question in two admirable  case

studies, the former  through  an examination of a  handbook  for  preachers

produced  by the Dominican, Stephen of Bourbon (d.  1261), and the latter by

analysing an early fifteenth century compilation of spiritual writings (West-

minster Treasury Ms 4).  Bourbon’s  principal concern was to validate his argu-

ments and  exempla  through  reference to established—preferably ecclesiastical

or scriptural—authorities, and  thus  strengthen the force of exhortations deliv-

ered  from the pulpit. Other  authors, notably those writing in the vernacular for

the more personal guidance of laymen and women, sought to cultivate the

powerful inner voice of conscience. Three such late medieval  manuals  form the

subject  of Alison Renshaw’s contribution, which is notable for a judicious

choice of quotations and sensitivity to the sophistication of her material (their

uncanny evocation of the superego  makes  one wonder if Freud ever  studied

medieval  penitentials).
As Haidee Lorrey points out in  a  reflective essay on the conversion of Jews in

medieval  England, constant  pressure  from what was at  best  a harsh and unre-

lenting Christian authority, as well as the  more  insidious attractions of secular

life, had a destabilising effect on entire communities as well as specific indi-

viduals. The  extent  to which  exempla  of the sort produced by Bourbon actually

won over  conversi  remains uncertain, but fears that women and the young were

especially vulnerable to religious propaganda were widely held.  One remarkable
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case  of  a  Jewish  community fighting back to reclaim the issue of  a  convert
(recorded in Lipman’s The  Jews  of Medieval Norwich  (London  1967), pp. 59—62,
but not mentioned here) shows how potentially divisive  this  issue might  become,
and further illuminates the contested question of infant baptism.

Unruly and ill-governed women, another  cause  of  concern  to secular and
religious  authorities alike, form the  subject of Comet  McCarthy’s  essay, which
examines  the  position  of widows in late-fourteenth century England. Because
of their growing numbers and increased economic power, he argues, members
of this ‘marginal group’ inspired intense  hostility, as  exemplified, par  excel-
lence, in  Chaucer’s  celebrated portrait of the Wife of Bath. Some readers may
be disconcerted by an argument which is trenchant  rather  than  subtle.
Apparently unaware of the frequency of  second, third or even fourth marriages
among the landowning and mercantile elites of the period, McCarthy presents
a  picture  unqualified  by nuances of social class, demographics, wealth, piety,

education, family or trade. His  economic  evidence derives largely from pub-
lished studies of  three  English manors, which seems a curious choice when he
might have turned to CM. Barron and AF.  Sutton, Medieval London  Widows
1300—1500  (London 1994), or P. Brown and A.  Butcher, The Age of Saturn:
Literature  and  History in the  Canterbury Tales  (Oxford 1991). But this is  a
lively read, and will undoubtedly fuel  some  interesting debates in under-
graduate  seminars.

CAROLE RAWCLIFFE

EARLY FRENCH COOKERY. SOURCES, HISTORY, ORIGINAL
RECIPES  AND  MODERN ADAPTATIONS.  Edited D. Eleanor Scully and
Terence  Scully.  1996.  University of Michigan  Press, Ann Arbor Michigan.
$29.95 (hardback). ISBN 0-472—10648—1.

In the quest for insight  into  daily life in the Middle  Ages, discovering what was
eaten and how it was  cooked, clearly merit  substantial  attention  and  culinary
material including a  goodly number of recipes  have  survived in scattered
sources. Terence Scully must  rightly be regarded as a leading expert in this field
and together with his co-editor, the combined effort has resulted in this collec-
tion of over one  hundred  French recipes drawn from three  late  medieval
sources: the  Viandier  of Taillevant, essentially the cookbook for four meals over
two days of  banqueting, including the alternatives if the banquet straddles fast
or fish  days, expanded froma  thirteenth century original and written by a  chef
at the court of Charles  V  of France (d. 1380); the  Menagier  de  Paris  (6. 1390),
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that  well known manual of advice written by an elderly Parisian for his new

and very young wife, a  volume which draws heavily on the former  text; and the

Du  Fait  de  Cuisine  (c. 1420) of Chiquart Amiczo, chief  cook  to Amadeus  VIII,
duke of Savoy who commissioned the work. The volume closes with  a  lengthy,
detailed and unashamedly fictional appendix, imaginatively describing

Chiquart’s day, somewhat in the style of a novelette. The book is minimally
illustrated with cartoon like drawings (‘illumjnations’) by J .D  Scully.

A  very short  introduction, covering the whole of medieval cookery from its

Roman antecedents; the manuscript sources; medieval food generally; bever-
ages; kitchens, halls  and banquets; and medieval chefs, is ambitious in its

range.  Here  the volume may disappoint the historian. The editors decry ‘crimi-

nally unfair simplifications’ about the middle ages and though it is good to

know that they do not believe the period 500—1500 to have been an  ‘amorphous
glob of ignorant barbarity’, this is  a  specialist book and  most  readers, including
indeed non-specialists, will hardly need  telling that ‘we are beginning to appre-
ciate some of the many remarkable things Europeans were managing to do in

the late Middle  Ages’.  (p. 5). The introduction  leaves much  to be desired, per-

haps because it is trying to be both populist and academic, and the three pages
covering the  late  middle  ages, French speaking territory and medieval society

result  in such curiosities as ‘in France the concern about eating well dates from

the time many generations ago when the French began to become French’.

Even the  longer  section on the manuscripts, two of which, the  Viandier  and the

Du  Fait, Scully has produced in full modern editions, is disappointing. The

tone is irritatingly jokey and some of the  ‘jokes’ arise from an apparent  lack  of

a  proper historical context and understanding. It is startling to be told  that
codes of chivalry were dying out in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Thus  the  book  falls somewhat between being the practical cookbook and the

scholarly survey, and regarding the latter, the absence of any bibliography is

regrettable.
Like all the best cookbooks there is a section on ingredients, including

beverages, and food preparation and here there is much of interest. Though the

editors do not emphasise the regionalism in their study, this is quite striking. It

is hard to know exactly how different English cooking would have been, few

English cooks are now well known from this period, but the French propensity

to eat ‘innards’ is notable and perhaps explains the modern French fondness

for  gizzards, brains, sweetbreads, heart, foie gras, l’andouille  and tongue.  This
is also clear with beverages, cider being common  in Normandy, beer  in

Flanders and the north generally, and wine being the standard drink elsewhere

in France.  That  staple English  fish, the  herring, is not to be found in  these
pages.  Though  modern cooks would perhaps bridle at the idea that the  final
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colour of a dish is largely a  matter of accident, the sensitivity about colour in
medieval food and the use of natural and, by today’s  standards, inedible dyes,
notably sandalwood, ground lapis lazuli and  cedarwood, to achieve  good
colour, is described. There is discussion of the use of gold, silver or pewter leaf

to decorate  dishes, according to the station of the eater, and sections on sweet-

ners, honey and sugar, the latter being increasingly used  in the  fifteenth  century
for culinary, as well as medicinal  purposes, on fats and grease, especially the
popularity of marrow bone, and on binding agents. In assessing cooking
methods the editors  examine  the link between these and humoral theory.  Thus
beef was always boiled since roasted it could induce an attack of melancholia.

The  editors  are keen to present  a  picture of refinement in the cuisine of the
period, pointing to the great variety of foodstuffs used, at least in wealthier
households, and to the  importance some  medieval chefs placed upon hygiene.
In the end, of course, it is not so  much a  matter of bad  versus  good in cooking

as changes in taste which need to be borne in mind. Take, for  example,
the ubiquitous almond milk—no medieval cook of any pretensions would
have been without it—but the faint, or not so faint, taste  of almond  used  as  a

thickener in sauces has not  quite  the  same  appeal today. Additionally, modern
consumers  prefer smoother  sauces to the generally coarser medieval variety.
Bread  was  much  coarser—here perhaps current fashions are  moving backwards
in  time; pastry was bland with  a  tough  unappetizing taste  and texture.  Then
there was verjuice, much  used to give an acidic, bitter  taste, a juice  made  from
green  fruits, usually unripe grapes and crab apples. The editors describe it as a
vital ingredient but again it is to be doubted whether it would appeal generally
to  today’s  tastes. Finally, the  recipes here  all assume the use of fresh  ingredients
but it can hardly be doubted that dried fish and salt meat, so commonly used in

the period would have produced very different and challenging flavours.
All of this raises the chief difficulty in reproducing medieval cookery,

namely authenticity. The editors do not  duck  this completely, indeed they
claim authenticity as a criterion for inclusion in the book (p. 51) but in the end
the problem is an intractable one. The section on authenticity is followed by
a  section on adaptation, in which the cook is urged to experiment even to
the point where they may merely ‘retain  some  modicum  of authenticity’.
Most  recipes are  altered, some  drastically. The tension between authenticity
and  adaptation  remains unresolved and if it is not possible to recreate the
cuisine faithfully, and indeed in some cases not desirable, then  its refinement or

deliciousness becomes somewhat academic. This is not merely a matter  of
eschewing tomatoes, potatoes, turkey, tea, coffee and  chocolate, to avoid

anachronism, or peacocks, cranes, herons, the illegal sheep’s  cauls  and swans,

to  avoid  being arrested, but is something more complex. The first issue is  those
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ingredients. It  does seem  dangerous to  suggest  that  tastes were  most  likely very
similar to ours (p. 2)—even if the recipes that involve pig spleen,  capons’ guts,
larks, lampreys and  boat’s  umbles  and their  preparation  (all in The  Menagier),
have been deselected by the editors. One has only to  think  how hugely they
have changed in  one’s  own  lifetime. There  is the  further  problem of quantities.
The point is rightly made  that the final dish was  often  a matter of  taste.  Sources
which frequently state  ‘take  ginger and  cumin’ with no specification as to
amounts, create an instant difficulty. Even with  something as  common  in the
period as spice powder  (poudre  fine) the blend is rarely explained. The
Menagier  does give ginger, cinnamon, grains of paradise and cloves and sugar,
but he gives no quantities for each spice. Moreover, grains of paradise,
amonum  melegueta  or melegueta  pepper  is an  extremely obscure spice rarely to
be found today but not to be confused and, the  editors  warn, certainly not to be
substituted with cardamon. It is deemed essential where given in the recipe.
How could a dish which lists ground  cinnamon, ground grains of  paradise, nut-
meg, galingale  root, cloves and mace—translated  here into  2'/2  teaspoons to
3lbs of beef—and which concludes  ‘and  all other spices’, not be very heavily
spiced? Of necessity the  editors  give quantities of their own but it is not so easy
to dismiss as  myth  the idea  that  medieval food was heavily spiced.  There  are
similar difficulties with cooking times and temperatures, rarely specified in the
sources. One serious problem not addressed and impossible to solve is the
extent to which fruit varieties have changed over time. Pear fruits were espe-
cially associated with France in the middle  ages  and no cook aspiring to the
authentic medieval  taste  should pretend that the substitution of canned pears
(the editors even specify a brand) does  not matter. What is needed is the variety
Pesse-pucelle, sometimes called Pucelle de Saintonge or the variety ‘Kaylewell’
or  Caillou, the  Burgundy pear, but  there  are  good  reasons why these  are no
longer available. Substitution and experimentation are doubtless in the spirit of
medieval cookery, where  the recipe was generally in the chef’s head and crisis in
supply was  common  but they do not  help the  cause  of authenticity and must in
the end leave  open  the  question  of how medieval food really tasted.

With  these  caveats and with ready supplies of fine spice powder, hypocras,
almond milk, pea pureé, bread, pastry, wafers, rissoles and drageés  (and  their

substitutes), the  cook  is ready to tackle the recipes.  These  are set out clearly and
simply.  As in modern  cookbooks  they proceed from starters to desserts, them-
selves  a  very unmedieval concept, by way of  meat, fish, egg and vegetable
dishes.  Each chapter has an initial  commentary, the original French recipe,
some  with  translation, and then a modern equivalent with measures, both
metric and imperial. All the recipes are tried and tested but readers must
experiment to see what they like  best: de  gustibus  non  disputandum.
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The recipes are followed with menu suggestions and advice on how to pre-
pare a banquet. At various points the  editors  exclaim at the preparations and
statistics for Chiquart’s banquet with its fifty-seven dishes and they firmly
argue  that  it was in France that the formal  medieval  banquet developed.
Ricardian  readers will find the details resonating with the familiar  stories  of
Yorkist bounty, in the fifty course  dinner Edward IV gave for visiting
Bohemians  in  1466, capped by the Kingmaker’s sixty course  meal soon after
and, above all, the banquet for the enthronement of George Neville as arch-
bishop of York and which, egg for  egg, was vastly greater. However, the
recipes, the compendium of ideas on banquets, including arrangements for the
décor  and the setting of the  table, costumes, entertainments, proper behaviour
and even how to prepare elaborate  entremets, such as roasted boat’s head,
might  usefully be consulted for the next  Ricardian  anniversary bash.

ROWENA  E.  ARCHER

Back Copies  Of The  Ricardian
Limited  numbers of  some back  copies of The  Ricardian  are available for purchase

from Mrs P.  Ruffle, 11 De  Lucy Avenue, Alresford, Winchester, Hants.,  8024  9EU.
Telephone: 0962 732692.  A list of the cdpies available can be requested.

Charges (including postage in the UK) are £1 per copy for numbers  83—84 and
£1.50 for no. 98 onwards. Would overseas members  please  add an extra

10 per  cent  for surface mail or 75 per cent per  copy for air mail.
Remittance to be made payable to the Richard 111 Society.
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RICHARD  III,
CBOWN  AND  PEIIPLE

Edited James Petre

A collection of the  most  useful and interesting articles  that  appeared in The  Ricardian  ‘
from  1975  to 1981.  Many of them have  been  revised and  extended  in the light of
recent  research. Subjects include an edition of the Chancery warrants 1483—5, the
administration of justice by Richard III, North, South  and Richard  III, the  King’s
relations  with  Oxford, Gloucester and Southwark, Richard’s illegitimate children, the
transmission of the news of the Tudor landing in 1485, the  pre-contract, John
Howard as ‘murderer’ of the Princes, biographies of William  Colyngboume, John

Harcourt, Sir Robert Percy, John Kendale and many other contemporaries.
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Century:  the  Subsidy Rolls  of  1440, 1483—84

Edited and introduced by J. L. Bolton

In  1483  at  least  six per  cent  of  London’s  population were alien immigrants. They came  in
the  main  from  north-west  Europe and especially from Holland and  Brabant, to  live  and
work in the  capital, some  for a few  years, others for the rest of their lives. Often they
brought  their  families, and they created  in the  east  and  west  of the  city and over the bridge
in  Southwark, small  colonies  where they worked, mainly as artisans in the  clothing, leather-
working and other trades.  This study, based  mainly on the  three  alien subsidy rolls which
are calendared in the  book, those  for  London  in 1483, Middlesex  in  1484  and  Southwark
in  1440, looks  at their geographic origins, their  social  organisation  and  economic role
within London, and  poses  the  question, how did Londoners regard  this substantial alien

minority. It  also  gives  short biographies of the aliens and their English employers.
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